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A BriefDiscussion
Snow-Avalanche
Landforms:
of Terminology
Impact
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Absttuct
It is suggested that features produced by the erosional impact of snow avalanches
on water bodies be termed snow-avalanche impact landforms and deposits. The
specific examples described by Matthews and McCarroll (1994) and Smith et al.
(1994) are seen as distinctive end members of the range of depositional landforms
produced by these processes.
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The papersby Matthewsand McCarroll(1994, this issue) and
Smith et al. (1994, this issue) both discuss landformsresulting
from snow-avalancheimpacton waterbodies but utilize different
terms for the resultingdepositional landforms.The original discussion of avalanche plunge pool effects (Liest0l, 1974) described features resulting from both the impact of snow avalanches on rivers (see his Figure 1) and lakes. Most of the
subsequentliteraturehas focused on the featuresassociatedwith
avalanche impact erosion (pools and pits): there has been little
discussion of the associated depositionallandformsand no consistent terminology developed for these features.The term avalanche boulder tongue (Rapp, 1959) is clearly inappropriateto
describe any of the features discussed in Matthews and McCarroll(1994) or Smith et al. (1994).
Comer (1980) identifiedthree types of avalanche-impactlandforms: pits, pools, and tongues. The depositional landformshe
described have a "ridged-tongue' morphology and are associated with both rivers and pools. Submergedarcuateridges may
be formed by impacts into large water bodies. Matthews and
McCarroll (1994) propose the term "snow-avalanche boulder
ramparts"for depositional landformsassociated with avalanche
impact in rivers. Smith et al. (1994) discuss both the water-filled
erosional landform (pool) and the down-track deposit (which
they call a mound) resulting from avalanche impact in lakes.
There are clearly some similaritiesbetween all these depositional
landforms.They are formed by snow-avalancheimpact into water bodies and the subsequententrainment,transport,and deposition of debris from these water bodies. They occur down-track
of the impact point and are asymmetricin long profile with the
shallower slope facing away from the avalanche source. However, the landformsdiffer in gross morphologybecause of variation in several controlling factors, namely, (1) differences in
the erosional forces and processes generatedby the confinedimpact of avalancheswithin pools of different depths and the laterally unconstrainedimpact on rivers; (2) differences between
the effects of "plunging" airborne avalanches and possible
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"ground-based avalanches" running across rivers; (3) differences in the amountand spatial distributionof debris within the
avalancheimpact area; and (4) differences in the topographyof
the runoutzone.
In the case of avalancheimpacton riverbedmaterialthe available debris occurs in a relatively narrowbelt, transverseto the
avalanchetrack, and is moved into a linear depositionalfeature
(usually a ridge) parallelingthe streamcourse.Maximumdevelopment occurs either opposite the center of the avalanchetrack
or downtrackof the zone of greatestdebris availabilityand the
landformtapers in both width and height up and down-stream.
Avalanche impact into a pool or lake creates a more focused
depositionalpatternaroundthe impact point and the circularor
oval pools (pits) are partiallyor completely enclosed by a ridge
or mound with a pronounced arcuate form. Generally these
mounds are elongated and taper in a downtrackdirection. The
figures in Smith et al. (1994) and Matthews and McCarroll
(1994) clearly demonstratethe differences in these landforms.
Obviously the use of the terms "tongue," "mound," or "rampart" for all these features would be inappropriateand confusing. A more general term is needed.
We propose the collective terms of snow-avalanche impact
landforms(both erosional and depositional)and snow-avalanche
impact deposits for these phenomena. Comer (1980) used the
term "avalancheimpact tongue" for the depositionallandforms
but this term does not cover the full range of variationof these
forms. We suggest that within the class of snow-avalancheimpact depositionallandformsthe terms of rampartand mound be
retainedand used when the morphologywarrantsit. These forms
can be envisaged as end membersof a range of landformsproduced by snow avalancheimpactdeposits in much the same way
as "roadbanktongues" and "fan tongues" are used in describing particularvariantsof avalancheboulder tongue morphology
(see Rapp, 1959; Luckman, 1977). The term snow-avalanche
impact deposit can be used for a wide range of features, some
of which may not have the degree of morphologicalexpression
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to warrant specific landform terms. This term would be quite
useful because of the probability of finding new, intermediate
forms resulting from different combinations of the controlling
factors discussed above.
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